
Have you spent your personal money on COVID-19 related items?  
 

School Comment 
Aloma Elementary Since the beginning of the pandemic, I have 

bought n-95 masks because I typically work 
in very small spaces with questionable 
ventilation.  Some of the students I work with 
have difficulty keeping their masks on and I 
want to make sure I am not a source of 
infection. 

Apopka Elementary Air purifier was a gift but buy the filters 
Apopka HS Only for my own use 
Baldwin Park Elementary At the beginning of the school year only the 

cloth masks that were too large were being 
past out to students, so I had to purchase 
smaller paper ones that fit appropriately for 
them until the school started ordering paper 
masks. 

Bridgewater MS I’ve spent my money on Child-sized masks 
as only adult ones are provided. 

Brookshire No one asked me to spend my own money. I 
did it for my own comfort/peace of mind. 

Brookshire School has provided us whatever we need. 
Camelot Elementary I have asked for N95 masks but was told 

even though masks were available I was not 
allowed them as they were on for those who 
had accommodations. 

Carver MS I have purchased my own hand sanitizer 
because the school item smells awful. I have 
purchased over 200 masks because I think it 
is important for students to have masks that 
fit properly. 

Cheney Elementary I buy the spray Lysol for harder to wipe 
surfaces.  
I also buy real soap because the pathetic 
foam soap doesn’t make me feel clean at all 
and at the start of the year would also run out 
so now I have my personal teacher stash for 
myself. Sorry I can’t afford for my kids to go 
through a bottle of real soap every week. 

Clay Springs Elementary Plexiglass shield for my classroom teacher 
desk 

Colonial 9th Grade Center My bathroom never has soap. I keep our 
class and bathroom soap stocked. 

Colonial High The I’ll fitting cloth masks the county provides 
are inadequate and unacceptable. 



Cypress Creek The cloth masks and sanitizer provided are 
for the students. I bought my own sanitizer 
and KN95 masks 

Cypress Creek High I purchased an air purifier this school year. 
However, I do remember the district stating 
that they would provide air purifiers for every 
classroom last year. I have not seen one 
OCPS purchased air purifier. 

Cypress Creek HS The hand sanitizer from the county has a 
really bad smell so I buy my own. Kids don’t 
like to use it. 

Dillard Street Elementary I bought my own masks for home and work 
District Air purifier 
District Parents have been donating also 
Dream Lake Elementary We have been given 3 KN95 masks.  I have 

purchased more additionally from Amazon, 
just so I know that I can be properly equipped 
and not worry about not being able to find the 
replacements when needed. 3 masks are not 
enough when we perspire and talk in them 
and they become moist. 

Eagle's Nest Elementary The big purchase was my air purifier (medical 
grade) about $180 with warranty. School 
funds by OCPS would not cover it.  I used 
teacher monies for all other supplies so far 
this academic year. 

East Lake I have provided students with paper masks 
upon request all year. 

East RiverHS I made my own cloth masks but I don’t feel 
like it would be something I needed 
reimbursed for 

Edgewater ESE Admin Building Waiting for the year to be over 
Freedom I bought KN95 masks for myself as I was 

concerned about exposure when returning 
from break. I have a sink in my classroom. I 
purchase liquid soap so my students are able 
to wash their hands without leaving the 
classroom. 

Freedom High School I am scared every day 
Glenridge MS All of my masks have been purchased by 

myself. 
Horizon West middle I supply my own masks. The ones that OCPS 

provides are cheap and I do not feel safe. 
Howard Middle New disposable masks required daily for my 

students for my program. Was told school 
would not provide and I had to purchase 
them using my “classroom fees” 

Jones Air purifier 



Lake Como K-8 I have to spend my money on KN95 masks to 
be able to do my job safely. I do not buy N95 
because they are too expensive. 

Lake Gem I have a preferred type of mask and do not 
like the district provided sanitizer so I 
purchased my own. 

Lake Nona The school provided masks don’t fit all 
students well, so I keep masks in my room for 
students on request. 

Lovell The hand sanitizer from the district is 
disgusting and no one wants to use it. I rather 
spend money on something my kids will use. 

Memorial Middle School I am lucky that I have supportive parents and 
a stockpile from last year when I was fully 
virtual. 

MetroWest I had to purchase a test when a student I 
spent a lot of time with tested positive for 
Covid. There were no free testing sites 
available for a week. 

Moss park elementary I’ve bought multiple  boxes of disposable 
masks, I have purchased multiple cans of 
Lysol, multiple bottles of wipes (Lysol and 
Clorox), and paper towels 

Name of School or Worksite A parent last school year donated an air 
purifier with UV-C light.  Also, an essential oil 
diffuser. 

Oak Ridge High School OCPS should be providing the best masks 
possible since we are required to wear them. 
Every day we hear that cloth masks are the 
worst protection. OCPS can and should step 
up and provide the best protection possible. 

Oak Ridge High I teach music and have to disinfect 
instruments often. Lysol is not provided. I buy 
out of pocket often. I also bought my own air 
purifier and the filters to hopefully help 
improve the safety of my classroom for 
everyone. 

Oak Ridge HS I refuse to provide PPE for anyone other than 
myself with my personal money. 

Oakshire Elementary I am buying medical masks for my students 
to change out throughout the day. I also had 
to buy my own N95 mask for my own use. 

Ocoee  Elementary I spent money last year on child-sized masks 
because the ones the district provided were 
too big or too small. We have masks that fit 
better this year, so I didn’t need to buy any. 

OCPS ACE I prefer the KN95 masks which I personally 
purchase for my use. 

Olympia I order child sized masks monthly. The price 
varies depending on the vendor. 



Orange Center Elementary The masks don't properly fit K students. 
OTC- Orlando campus We cannot rely on the school. The school 

says they are waiting on the District 
Palmetto Elementary Since I teach on a specialized floor, and have 

seen the janitors 2 times this year in my 
room, I have had to buy my own floor 
cleaning supplies and equipment. I have 
shared multiple times that no cleaning is 
happening in my room, or our dept 
planning/restroom area to no avail. I hold 
events and have to replace TP on my own - it 
is insane. 

Pershing School K-8 The sanitizer that is provided by the district 
smells terrible. Kids hate it and it makes me 
nauseous. I buy my own or ask parents for 
donations. 

Riverdale Elementary I’ve been buying kn95 masks all year for 
myself. They aren’t cheap. 

Rock Springs Elem On masks to keep safe. 
Rolling Hills I bought hand sanitizer before Covid. It’s just 

something I always have in my room. 
Shenandoah ES I have bought medical masks and KN95 

masks to double mask this year. 
Shingle Creek Elementary Students will not use the hand sanitizer that 

is being provided by the school. It is AWFUL! 
We have to have a special condition to get an 
N95 mask. 
The custodians are NOT doing any 
disinfecting and barely cleaning our rooms. 

Silver Pines Academy Constantly buying masks, Lysol, wipes, 
Disinfectant and paper towel. These items 
are costly. 

Silver Pines Academy I’ve asked parents to contribute 
South Creek Middle School I bought small child size masks when they 

were required for students.  The ones the 
school has don’t fit my kindergarten students. 

Spring Lake Elementary I buy my own masks by choice, not because 
they’re not provided. 

Sun Blaze Elementary My school has always provided the Ppe. I 
bought hand sanitizer bc want the district 
gave us smells so bad I can’t use it 

SunRidge Middle The hand sanitizer in my room was leftover 
from last year. It was not my room last year. It 
is very smelly and sticky, and no one uses it. 
I provide the better brands, such as GermX to 
my students. The large tables are misted 



each day, but not desks or chairs. I have 
bought my own disinfectant spray for this 
purpose. 

Sunrise The masks provided to students don't fit 
them, or they don't "like" them, so I buy kid-
sized masks with designs and such so they 
are more willing to wear them. Now that I've 
had Covid, I've bought my own N95 masks. 
I've purchased wipes and cleaning supplies in 
the past, but that doesn't seem to be an issue 
anymore. I can usually get that from admin. 
For a while, the wipes had what looked like 
roach eggs in all of the packages, though. 
Those were gross. 

Sunshine Elementary My kids understand the routine and we get it 
done. 

TCHS Classrooms are rarely cleaned. 
Three Points Elementary It was my choice and personal preference for 

the PPE items I bought. I wasn’t a fan of the 
smell of feel of the district provided sanitizer. 

Thornebrooke I recently had to purchase more items for the 
classroom. 

Tildenville ES KN95 mask. I am constantly around people. 
Union Park Middle Lysol disinfectant spray 
Union Park Middle School I have always bought my own masks 
University For KN95 masks or better disposable masks. 
Wedgefield I’ve been buying wipes, masks, soap-

everything for my class.  The soap 
dispensers aren’t filled. 

Wedgefield K-8 N95 masks and home test kits should be 
supplied by school. 

West Creek ES This is in addition to everything else that 
comes out of our pockets like pencils that I 
constantly have to replace monthly because 
my students parents can’t afford them. And 
extra storage I have purchased out of my 
pocket to keep supplies separated  for  
sanitary reasons in the prevention of COVID 
spread. 

Whispering Oak Elementary Students prefer the disposable masks. The 
school provided masks are too big and annoy 
them. They've asked me to please get them 
kn95s but I cannot afford it. I buy disinfectant 
spray to clean my desks and tables every 
morning. 

Windermere High School I wipe the student's desk myself because not 
all custodian clean the desks. 



Windermere High KN95 masks are not being provided and are 
extremely expensive following Christmas 
break. 

Windermere HS The masks that were given to us are either 
too tight or way too big for first graders. I 
have to replace with a more kid friendly type 
of mask. 

Windy Ridge Masks for students. The masks provided by 
the school were cloth masks without a nose 
piece and did not fit my students’ faces. They 
were in need or disposable masks (child 
sized) with a nose piece to fit properly. 

Windy Ridge it's swept, that's it. Never really cleaned or 
sanitized. Even when we have positive 
cases. That is a lie that is told on the 
announcements to parents when we have 
positive cases. 

Winter Park I like specific reusable over the head (not ear) 
masks 

Zellwood ES This was by my choice to spend my own 
money because I didn’t like the sanitizer 
provided and because I prefer Lysol wipes. 
The school is now providing Lysol wipes so I 
am not buying anymore.  
Bought by choice.  
I am looking into a purifier but cannot afford 
it.  I have spent all of my $300 on nothing but 
cleaning supplies. I have about $50 left for 
the year….  
I choose to purchase reusable masks that fit 
my face.  
Masks provided are not the appropriate size 
and fit for younger students  
My coworker asked for a mask for a child last 
week and she was told they don’t have 
anymore.  
Parent purchased air purifier last school year.  
Parent purchased essential oil diffuser last 
school year.  Parents have donated 
disposable kid size masks. 



 
School provides some PPE but we feel more 
secured buying Lysol; brand and 3/layers 
face masks for us teachers and students. 
I disinfect my classroom twice per day, after 
lunch (before switching classes) and after 
dismissal duty. Administration keep insisting 
that our classes should switch instead of 
having only teachers switching. 

 
School provides the basics. I spent money on 
kn95s, better hand sanitizer that isn’t sticky or 
smelly, and wipes that work better.  
Soap in restrooms have to be reported to be 
refilled.  I had to ask to have my room 
cleaned with chemicals and vacuumed.  
Room has not been cleaned properly since 
August.  I asked 2 second week in January.  
Thankfully I have a lot of parents that help 
with donations! Otherwise I’d spent more 
than $200  
The masks we were given were a joke. They 
were so thin they couldn't block anything and 
they had no shape. They were too big for 
both kids and adults.  
There are no masks at my school. They have 
some black cloth that are too big for students. 

 


